Changing proposal status from Specialist Review back to Draft

If the proposal is in “Specialist Review” and edits are needed, please advise the use **Specialist Requesting Changes**. That should make the proposal editable and if it needs to be rerouted it can be by indicating in the pop-up window by selecting the checkbox (see below).

If the check box was checked, when requesting changes there should be an option now from the workspace of “Submit changes to specialist” under “My Current Actions”. There is logic tied to that checkbox and that activity which will bring it back to either specialist review or back to individual/department review. So, if SOE is in the credit, or a department from SOE is credited, and checkbox was selected it will go through that routing path via Individual/department review.

**NOTE**: Central Office will only roll back a proposal if it’s in individual/department review and submitted by the PI before proper reviews by the specialist have taken place. Since the proposal is further along in the process, the proposal needs to be reviewed by the departments again and as such should be documented as to why it needs to go back for changes.